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Shaolin soccer 2 tamil dubbed movie download
2001 martial arts comedy film by Stephen Chow Shaolin SoccerPromotional release posterTraditional i.e. MandarinShàolín ZúqiúCantonese comedySiu3Lam4 Zuk1 Kau4 Directed byStephen ChowProdotto byYeung Kwok-FaiWritten by Stephen Chow A former Shaolin monk gathers his five brothers,[note 1] years after the death of their
master, to apply their superhuman martial arts skills to play football and bring Shaolin kung fu to the masses. Plot Sing is a master of Shaolin kung fu, whose goal in life is to promote the spiritual and practical benefits of art to modern society. Experience various methods, but no one brings positive results. Then he meets "Golden Leg"
Fung, a legendary Hong Kong football star at his time, who now walks with a lame, following the betrayal of a former teammate Hung, now a wealthy businessman. Sing explains his wishes to Fung that offers his services to train Sing in football. Sing is forced by the idea of promoting kung fu through football and agrees to enlist his former
Shaolin brothers to form a team under the direction of Fung Sing and Fung try to put together an unbeatable football team. Fung invites a vicious team to play against them and the thugs continue to give the Shaolin team a brutal beat. When everything seems lost, the disciples of Shaolinand use their special powers, easily dismantle the
rough game of the other team. the thugs then surrender and ask forSing. Sing team meets Mui, a baker with severe acne that uses Tai chi to cook mantou, and also takes it to watch very expensive clothes in a high-end store after hours. He soon forms an attachment to Sing and also gets a makeover in an attempt to impress him.
However, this bonfire and when Mui reveals his feelings to him, he tells her that he just wants to be his friend. This revelation, combined with the constant bullying of his boss that leads Mui to disappear. Team Shaolin enters the open cup competition in Hong Kong, where consecutive and often ridiculous victories are won. They end up
meeting Team Evil in the final, owned by no other than Hung. Team Evil had been injected with an American drug, giving them superhuman strength and speed, making them virtually invincible, and bringing Team Shaolin back to reality when Team Evil's incredible abilities turn out to be more than a match for them. After Team Evil comes
out of Team Shaolin's goalkeepers, Mui, who shaved his hair and improved his face, reappeared to keep the goal for Team Shaolin. In their last attack, Team Evil's attacker jumps into the sky and kicks the ball with huge force towards Mui, which prevents him from scoring with his martial arts. Mui and Sing combine their martial skills and
rocket downfield ball. The ball flows through the target place of the Evil Team, thus marking the winning goal. Sing is then thrown into the air during the celebration as the trophy is presented to him and his team. An article in the newspaper shows that Hung has been stripped of his title as president of football and sent to prison for five
years, while Team Evil players are permanently forbidden to play football professionally. Sing comes out for a morning walk and feels happy to see the people who practice Kung Fu. The camera shows up at a poster of Sing and Mui, who since then marriedThey became famous for winning a world championship in bowling, among other
things. Cast Stephen Chow as Sing / Mighty Steel Leg (#10):A (#10):Akung was practicing and former monk who wants to promote the form of martial arts in the world. He's the team's striker and uses his extremely powerful kicks to make unstoppable kicks. Ng Man-tat as Fung / Golden Leg: A homeless man and former football player
from the 1980s who became a cripple after being beaten after a game, who deliberately lost after taking a bust from Hung, Team Evil's coach. Wong Yat-fei as Iron Head (#11): The major of the Shaolin monks, who now works in a club. He specializes in headers during matches. Mok Mei-lam as a hook leg (#2): The second-born of the
Shaolin monks, who now works as a dishwasher. As the team is in full title, Hooking Leg Shaolin's skills look like falling boxing. Tin Kai-man as an iron shirt (#3): The third of the Shaolin monks, who now works as a businessman. Like the full-back of the team, Iron Shirt can absorb blurred force attacks without injury and repel the ball with
his abdomen. Danny. Chan Kwok-kwan as empty hand/hand lightning (#1): The fourth of the Shaolin monks, who is now unemployed and looking for work. The empty hand looks like Bruce Lee to the point of wearing his black and yellow suit from Game of Death. As the goalkeeper of the team, his fast hands allow him to immediately and
accurately capture objects thrown against him. Lam Chi-chung as light weight vest (#6): The sixth and youngest of the Shaolin monks, who became obese and gluttonous after being diagnosed with a pituitary disease. It's the team's wing. Despite his illness, he is able to jump incredible heights on his opponents. Zhao Wei as Mui: A baker
and the interest of love of Sing, who is able to manipulate objects with tai chi. Rarely speaks Cantonese, but all the others still understand it and vice versa. Patrick. Tse as Hung:Team Evil and Fung's former teammate, who maintained a rivalry with Fung after having forced him to take a bribe during a game in the 1980s. 80.Zi-yun as the
attacker of Team Evil (#9), who can back flip and climb into the sky to kick a ball of fire to his goal. Cao Hua as goalkeeper of the Evil Team (#21), which can guard its doorman with a hand in his pocket. Its incredibly strong hands can crush a thick metal bar. Cecilia Cheung and Karen Mok as Team Dragon players #7 & #11, who can run
so fast that they seem to be inches above the ground. Fung Min-hun as the captain of the Team's rebellion, a vicious mafia that arranges a half-light key and steel malt as weapons. Vincent Kok as captain of Team Tofu, the team that Team Shaolin faces in the preliminary game. Production inspiration The inspiration for Shaolin Soccer
came from Chow who wants a unique premise for a martial arts action film. [4] According to an interview with Premiere Magazine, Chow said, Actually the 'over the top' CG and the kinetic football moves were an inspiration that came from the classic Japanese manga series Captain Tsubasa. The animation was very large in Hong Kong
more than ten years ago when he swept the children of all ages and also adults loved it. It also has a cult that follows in Europe. But it was possible only with pen and ink, now with the advent of CGI, it can really be done....(the idea of combining it with Kung Fu has been in my head for many years, but we had to wait for the CG technology
to mature)[5] Chow had intention of this film to appeal to a global audience, stating: "I can't count on the local market, because it's too small, as Shao is international. [6] Casting In addition to several veteran actors, Chow stated in an interview with the Premiere magazine that launched several people in its entourage that had no acting
experience before Shaolin Soccer. For example, Lam Chi Chung (Light Weight) had worked as a screenwriter of Chow and DannyKwok-kwan (Empty Hand) was the dance choreographer hired to design the "Michael Jackson dance number" which followed the first Sing and Mui meeting at the beginning at the beginning of thefilm. chow
commented that it made chan wear the yellow and black suit of bruce lee because only the goalkeeper "can wear a special uniform." ti Kai-man (iron shirt) had been director of production of chow on several films, but had acted in numerous minor roles in the previous films. [7] for example, he played a young member of the triad of desire in
the previous film of chow, king of comedy. cecilia cheung and karen mok, who appear briefly as team dragon players 7 & 11 in shaolin soccer, had major roles in king of comedy. chow defends his decision to hire non-actors, saying: "in terms of finding talent, I try to bring out the most fun thing I know about them during casting, if he made
us laugh at casting, he will also make on the big screen." [8] zhao wei, who played the mandarin mui, said it was a different step for her to star in a production of hong kong. However, zhao admitted that it was not impressed by its look with less makeup because it is easily recognizable for its beautiful appearance. three of the main cast
members appeared in the kung fu hotle of chow: danny chan Kwok-kwan (empty hand) portrayed brother Sume, head of the "akse gang;" ti Kai-man (iron shirt) portrayed the strong brother Sume advisor; and lam Chi-chung (light weight) portrayed by bone, chow's sidekick and partner in small crime. fung Min-hun (team rebellion captain)
briefly appeared as a violent coup d' cecilia cheung in king of comedy and the four eyes clerk beating both sing and bone when you take game of him on the hotle kung fu bus. [9] home media a hong kong, the film was released on DVD[10] and video cd on September 14, 2001. [11] the dvd was shortened by 10 minutes, with the option for
viewers to access the scenes erased in the middle of the film. scenes erased from the dvd version are the dance sequence in front of the mui pastry shop, muchconversation about Mui makeover and blooper reel before final credits. Viewers can also access the creation of key keyeffects scenes as well. The film was also released in UMD
format for Sony PSP on December 23, 2005. [12] The 2004 DVD of Miramax Films deleted 23 minutes of footage from the original cut; omitted video includes Fung's "Golden Leg" flashback opening sequence and Sing interactions with Mui. This version features an English dub with Chow voiced and Bai Ling as Mui's voice. In addition, the
DVD offers viewers the opportunity to play the original version of Hong Kong. [13] In the UK, the film was released on Blu-ray by Optimum Releasing on January 26, 2010. [14] The Japanese version of the film was released by Pioneer LDC on 22 November 2002. [15] On 21 December 2003 it was reissued by the Clockworks Group. [16]
The Italian dub of the film presents the voices of professional players Damiano Tommasi (like Mighty Steel Leg Sing), Vincent Candela (like Empty Hand), Marco Delvecchio (like Iron Head), Sinisa Mihajlovic (like Hooking Leg), Giuseppe Pancaro (like Iron Shirt) and Angelo Peruzzi (like Light Weight Vest). At the Hong Kong workshop,
Shaolin Soccer has cashed HK$60.739.847, making it the largest film in the history of the region at the moment. He kept the record until 2004 when he was overcome by Stephen Chow Kung Fu Hustle's next feature. Shaolin Soccer has earned a world lord of US$42.776,760. [3] Critical Response On Rotten Tomatoes, the film has a 91%
rating based on 90 reviews; the average rating is 7.1/10. The critical consent of the site reads: "The plot is completely ridiculous, and football in the film is different from any ever played on Earth, but looking at Shaolin Soccer, you probably find it impossible to worry. " [17] On Metacritic, the film has a score of 68 out of 100 based on 24
critics, indicating "generally favorable reviews. " [18] China prohibits China's State Administration of Radio, Film and TV rejectedSoccer from the theatrical release and DVD/VCD, because Stephen Chow did not apply for Chinesekong nominated best sound effect kinson The characters were designed with large manga-like eyes and
cartoon bodies, but the artists were careful to maintain the similarities of each actor who portrayed them.[20][21] approached the comics artist andy silk with the idea of creating a graphic adaptation of two volumes in manhua style of the feature film. seto attacked the project because the film was very popular and, therefore, had "a certain
level of marketing value".[22] the project was officially announced on June 30, 2003 and the release of vol. 1 was expected to coincide with the filmthe first of August, but the film was rejected. [23] The film company Miramax acquired American film rights at Shaolin Soccer before its publication in China,[24] thus helped to publish the
comics along with two Chinese film companies that originally produced the film.[25] Volumes 1 (ISBN 1-58899-318-3) and 2 (ISBN 1-58899-319-1) were published in August and November 2003 and sold for 13.95 each. Their suggested reading level was 13 years and above.[25][26] Seto worked to make the novel as faithful as possible to
the film, but admits that the Stephen Chow brand of comedy Mo lei tau does not translate well into illustrations. [22] He stated in an interview that "the Shaolin Soccer comic is 80% of film adaptation with 20% of new content. "[22] This new content includes a backstory about the training of Steel Leg in Shaolin before his master's death, as
well as completely rewrite entire sections of the film. For example, in the film, a group of tigers beat Sing and Iron Head after listening to their lounge-style tribute to Shaolin kung fu. The next day, Sing seeks the group and uses his Shaolin skills to beat the thugs using a football ball. Fung sees the fight and presents itself with the idea of
melting kung fu and football. However, in the comic book, Sing is meditating in the park when hit in the head with a football ball. The arrogant players strike him and destroy a stone statue of his late master. Sing proceeds to use the football ball as a weapon. Another example is the fact that the characters are visually different from the film.
All their cartoon personalities seem to be in the 1920s to the 1930s, with highly toned athletic fisique (except Light Weight); Iron Head, who was the greatest of the six brothers, also appears younger than he should. Many reviews onlinecriticized the American adaptation for its apparent lack of consistency of the line of history, mix of
realistic design styles and cartoon, and Chinese-to-English Chinese-to-Englishbetween other issues. as regards translation, a reviewer stated: "It is almost as if the book had been translated with a first-year English student referring to a Chinese-English dictionary, with strangely assembled phrases and strange explosions of dialogue
covering the pages. ["27] another common complaint was that comics seemed to be oriented towards those people who had previously seen the film. without this familiarity, a newcomer would have lost track of the plot due to overcrowded pages and rapidly evolving plot.[27][29] legacy stephen chow produced shaolin girl, a Japanese film
inspired by shaolin soccer. michael dante dimartino e bryan konietzko, co-creatori dell'avatar: the last airbender animated television series, stated in an interview that "shaolin soccer is one of our favorite films. has tons of fantastic action and a lot of fun moments. some of the effects provided inspiration for how bending (the art of
controlling elements) could look on the show. ["30] an episode of keroro gunso had a football theme that parodyed this film. the music video for American singer R&B and rapper of the lumidee dance song and the soundtrack of the 2006 fifa world cup album has scenes from the film. a shaolin soccer clip was played on the big screen of
the seat before the game ivory coast vs serbia and montenegro in 2006 FIFA World Cup.[31] see also the portal of hong kong film portal association football portal four oddballs of saigon shaolin girl, a film inspired by shaolin soccer notes. references "shaolin soccer (15).") britishof Film Classification. 9 November 2004. Retrieved 12
February 2016. ^ [1] A b Shaolin Soccer at Box Office Mojo AlloCine (19 August 2002). "Shaolin"Stephen Chow au micro!». Retrieved 4 April 2019. ^ Q&A: Stephen Chow – Page 2 of 3 Archived 27 May 2008 at Wayback Machine Gilchrist, Todd (20 April 2005). "Interview: Stephen Chow." IGN. URL consulted on 4 April 2019. Ross Chen.
"Tin Kai-Man." Lovehkfilm.com. Retrieved 24 March 2009. Lootens, Kristin (6 December 2003). "Q&A: Stephen Chow." Premiere.com. Retrieved 25 March 2009. ^ Pollard, Mark (August 22, 2005). "Kung Fu Hustle (2004)". Kung Fu Cinema. Archived from the original on 9 March 2009. YESASIA.com – Shaolin Soccer (Extended Version)
(Hong Kong Version) DVD YESASIA.com – Shaolin Soccer (Extended Version) VCD YESASIA.com – Shaolin Soccer (UMD Video For PSP) (Hong Kong Version) Patrizio, Andy (17 August 2004). "Shaolin Soccer: Good emboss finally comes to DVD." IGN. Retrieved 2 January 2013. YESASIA.com – Shaolin Soccer (2001) (Blu-ray) (UK
version) YESASIA.com – Shaolin Soccer (Japanese version) YESASIA.com – Shaolin Soccer (international version) (Japanese version) Shaolin Soccer at Rotten Tomatoes Shaolin Soccer at Metacritic (HK$300 million financed for the development of the local film industry) Shaolin Fremont, CA: ComicsOne Corp., 2003 (ISBN 1-58899318-3) Seto, Andy. Shaolin Soccer (Vol. 2). Fremont, CA: ComicsOne Corp., 2003 (ISBN 1-58899-319-1) ^ a b iComics.com review Archived March 26, 2006. The Ticker review[permanent dead links] In Their Elements (September 2006). Nick Mag Presents, p. 6.
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